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FOREWORD

Under a grant from the National Institute of Mental Health, the Southern
Regional Education Board is conducting a five-year project to assist the community colleges of the South that have elected to develop mental health worker
training programs to better know how to go about planning programs, developing
curricula, and recruiting and evaluating students.

The project also works

with the mental health agencies in which these graduates might work to help
the agencies develop job descriptions, career ladders and realistic patterns
of introducing and using the workers.

This publication grew from a series of the project's activities that were
concerned with curriculum development for community college mental health
worker programs.

The ideal mental health worker curriculum would represent a fine balance
among academic goals of the college, theoretical goals of leaders in the field,
practical goals of future employers, and idealistic goals of students.

How-

-.

ever, developing a curriculum of this sort is a difficult task.

There are no

"right" or "wrong" answers to many of the problems faced by curriculum planners of new mental health worker programs.

But however complex and inter-

related the problems are, answers must be sought and students educated.

In our conventional method of curriculum development, we have been like
the crayfish--we have continually moved forward while looking backward.

Marshall McLuhan refers to this approach as "looking at the world through a
rearview mirror."

But there is no other way for humans to advance.

5

Our

forecasts of the future are based on our knowledge of the past, and our
problems today were considered to be our accomplishments yesterday.

Obviously we cannot have instant education; therefore, curricula will
always be attempting to meet the mental health needs recognized two to five
years earlier.

Since the basic concept of education and curriculum develop-

ment is that one group of people (the faculty) knows what another group (the
learners) needs to know, the mental health worker movement, like other educational endeavors, will have to continue to operate at the level of current
mental health knowledge.

Accomplishments at the practical level may seem at

times to fall short of the utopian level of the future, but nonetheless they
are accomplishments.

This guideline is only a practical accomplishment, not

an ultimate answer.

James B. King
Project Director
Community College Mental
Health Worker
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SECTION I

BACKGROUND

The 1960's will be recorded in the history of mental health services as
the decade when Americans attacked many of the problems that had long plagued
mental health delivery systems in the nation.

It was during the Sixties that

mental health services made a major move from the large mental hospitals to
the community.

It was also during the Sixties that individuals with less

than graduate professional training were recognized for the roles that they
can play in working with individuals who have emotional problems or mental
disabilities.

At the beginning of the Sixties, Dr. George Albeel made a strong plea
for the development of new kinds of workers who could be trained in a shorter
period of time than the traditional six to eight years needed to train professionals in psychiatry, clinical psychology, psychiatric social work and
psychiatric nursing.

In his book, Mental Health Manpower Trends, Albee

documented the critical need for more service personnel in mental health.

In

conjunction with Dr. AIbee's plea and the development of community mental
health centers through the nation came another significant development in the
United States--the grmwth of two-year colleges.

While the community mental

health center movement increased the need for more locally based, therapeutically trained manpower, the community college movement provided a potential
local source for training new levels of mental health workers to meet these
manpower needs.

1George W. Albee, Mental Health Mdnpower Trend's, Joint Commission on
(New York: Basic Books, 1959).
Mental Illness and Health, Monograph #3.
1
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The Southern Regional Education Board (SREB), with financial assistance
from the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH), reacted to these developments by sponsoring a conference to study the role of the community college
in educating and training mental Ilealth workers.

As a result of this con-

ference, held in 1966, SREB applied to NIMH for a five-year grant to promote

the development of community college mental health worker programs in the 14state Southern region.

The application stated that SREB would work with four

or five states to:

determine the kinds of job functions that community college
mental health graduates might perform
facilitate the establishment of job descriptions and funded
positions in community service agencies
facilitate the development of community college training
programs and curricula in mental health

disseminate information regarding developments in community
college mental health programs
report and analyze experiences of various states in the
community college mental health worker movement.

In 1965, NIMH funded an experimental two-year mental health worker
education program at the Fort Wayne Campus of Purdue University.

During

the next two years, NIMH funded mental health programs at Daytona Beach
Junior College in Florida; Metropolitan State College in Denver, Colorado;
Sinclair Community College in Dayton, Ohio; Jefferson State Junior College
in Birmingham, Alabama; Community College of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and
Greenville Community College in Massachusetts.

Since then many other com-

munity college mental health worker programs have been developed throughout
the nation without waiting for evaluation of the experimental pilot programs.

2

In the spring of 1969, SREB sponsored a symposium to study roles and
functions for different levels of mental health workers.

From that symposium,

the report entitled Roles and Functions for Mental HeaZth Workers, was published in December of 1969.

2

During 1970, SREB sponsored a number of curriculum development meetings
designed to analyze and improve the curricula of community college mental
health worker programs in the South.

The objectives of the meetings were:

to clarify the purposes of community college mental health
worker programs in the South
to identify and define the objectives and goals of community
college mental health programs in the region
to compare various methods used to accomplish the objectives
and goals of mental health programs, especially with regard
to field experience
to discuss philosophical and theoretical concepts underlying
mental health or mental retardation curricula in community
colleges in the region
to provide community college people an opportunity to exchange
ideas concerning curricula in mental health programs.

The first of the curriculum development meetings was held in Atlanta
on January 20-23, 1970.

Participants were representatives of the 17 active

community college mental health worker programs in the region:

Dr. John

True, Program Director from the Purdue, Fort Wayne, Indiana, Mental Health
Program; representatives from NIMH, SREB, and the Council on Social Work

Education (CSWE); and two Held work supervisors from the Fort Logan Mental

2Southern Regional Education Board, Roles and Functions for Mental
HeaZth Workers.
(Atlanta:
1969).
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Health Center, Denver, and Spring Grove State Hospital in Baltimore.

The second curriculum development meeting was also held in Atlanta,
May 1-2, 1970.

The same 17 community college mental health worker program

directors attended as well as a number of program directors from outside the
SREB region and representatives of colleges planning to initiate associate
degree programs.

In addition to the program directors, 30 graduates from 11

of the 12 community colleges in the nation that had graduated students in
1969 attended.

They were asked to discuss their roles and functions in their

current jobs (all in mental health) and to critique their own education and
its relevance to their present jobs.

These two meetings provided the first regional (and somewhat national)
exposure of the college program directors to each other and to community college mental health graduates.

Only six of the 17 SREB colleges had graduated

students at that time.

In the fall of 1970, a series of committee meetings was held to further
refine the program objectives and goals that had been identified during the
regional meetings in the spring.

These committees were made up of the SREB

project staff and three to five program directors from colleges in the South.
The committees considered objectives related to knowledge, skills and attitudes that community college graduates would be expected to have.

Com-

mittee meetings were held in Baltimore, Maryland, October 8-9, 1970; Southern
Pines, North Carolina, October 29-30, 1970; Greenville, South Carolina,
November 17-18, 1970; Mbrganton, North Carolina, November 19-20, 1970; and
New Orleans, Louisiana, February 17-19, 1971.

4
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This publication is a result of all of these meetings plus information
gathered by the SREB project staff from mental health programs throughout
the nation.

The Problem
John Dewey said that the most difficult part of solving a problem is
properly identifying the problem.

Society has often allocated billinns of

dollars and millions of man hours to treatment of a sympton instead of the
problem itself.

The basic problem, of course, continued to exist.

Dr. Albee pointed out that there was no conceivable way to meet manpower
needs in mental health in the United States if we insisted on only training

the triational kinds of mental health profes.donals with the traditional 6
or 8 years of professional training.

He made a strong plea for the develop-

ment of new levels of mental health workers who could be trained in a shorter
period of time.

Dr. Albee viewed the mental health manpower situation and

defined the problem as a quantitative one--we need more mental health workers.

The community colleges have responded to this quantitative problem, but
during the formative years of the community college mental health worker
movement a new aspect of the mental health manpower situation was identified
and the problem redefined.

The need is not to merely produce more workers of

traditional kinds, but to produce new kinds of workers.

Approaches to Developing New Workers
During the manpower symposia held in 1969 it was pointed out by several
employment research experts--and reinforced by the aymposia participants--that

5

there are two basic approaches to the creation of jobs for new levels of
workers:

the job factoring approach and the developmental approach.

Job Factoring
In the job factoring approach, existing professional jobs are broken
down into separate tasks and activities and the pieces assigned to various
levels of workers.

The pieces assigned to a new level worker are likely to

be the more boresome, choresome, and least challenging aspects of the work.

This worker will function as an aide or assistant to an existing profession
and will be preceived as a "nonprofessional" or "subprofessional" by the
"professional."

Such jobs are quickly developed and are acceptable to the

established professionals, but they are deadend and frustrating to the job
holder because they allow him no opportunity to use his own initiative,
creativity, or judgement.

With this approach, new dimensions to traditional

practices are seldom conceived.

The needs of clients are almost always broader than the coverage by the
existing professions, and professionals in agency practice tend to function
in traditional and fixed ways that may leave the clients' needs unmet in
certain important areas.

For example, most professionals see clients in an

office setting with daytime working schedules, by appointment only and in a
one-to-one relationship.

In agencies or institutions there may also be ad-

ditional administrative restrictions such as fee schedules, age restrictions
or residence requirements that make it difficult or impossible for clients
to have all of their needs met.

One inherent fault in the job factoring ap-

proach is that it is likely to repeat these same restrictive models without
reevaluating gaps in meeting the needs of clients.

6

The Developmental Approach
On the other hand, the developmental approach is a substantially
different procedure which was strongly recommended by several employment
research experts, including Dr. Sidney Fine of the W. E. Upjohn Institute
for Employment Research.

In the developmental approach the starting point for job development is
the needs and problems of clients, their families and communities.

After

these needs have been identified and described, the procedure moves to determining what tasks and activities should be carried out to meet the needs,
regardless of who now carries them out and regardless of whether they are
being carried out at all.

Then various criteria are applied to decide on

logical groupings of activities for assignment to single jobs and to variouS
levels of workers.

The developmental approach is more difficult and more controversial than
job factoring, but it may produce jobs that are more responsive to client

needs, that are more challenging to job holders, and that allow the professionala to extend their knowledge and competence as widely as possible
without becoming hung up on tratitional role models.

These two approaches have many different implications for educational
programs and utilization patterns.

In education they affect the total edu-

cational structure from course content and teaching methodology to the nature
of field experience students receive.

In utilization patterns these impli-

cations can mean complete reappraisal of roles and functions for all levels
of workers.

Not only does the job factoring approach not change the system

but it is based on the presupposition that the system will not change.
7

The kind of worker that graduates from the community college programs
will ultimately depend on the way the problem is defined.

If the problem is

defined strictly as a quantitative one, then the job factoring approach for
identifying the middle level jobs will probably be taken.

In this case the

curriculum for developing new levels of mental health manpower will be based
on a study of tasks necessary to meet the existing needs in mental health
institutions and agencies.

The procedure is to factor current jobs, classify

the tasks into various levels of complexity, and teach community college students the "middle level" tasks according to complexity.

Roles and functions

of other workers in the system will change very little and the new worker will
have to conform to the existing system.

With this approach the system itself

should not change.

But if the mental health manpower situation is viewed as a qualitative

problem as well as a quantitative one, then the developmental approach should
be taken when creating new levels of jobs.

In this case, a different ap-

proach, based on the new theoretical concept, will have to be taken to devel7
oping community college curricula.

Participants in the manpower symposium used the developmental approach
in attempting to define roles and functions for various levels of mental
health workers.

They strongly recommended that a "generalist" approach be

taken in creating new levels of mental health workers

and the community col-

leges in the South have responded to that recommendation--every community
college surveyed in 1970 stated that it was educating generalists.

8

The Generalist Concept
There are several major professions in the mental health field.

Among

these are psychiatry, psychology, social work, nursing, and vocational counseling.

Each of these has a few areas of unique, specialized competencies,

but they share a great deal of knowledge, skills and attitudes with each
other.

There appears to be little advantage in trying to decide juris-

dictional boundaries between the professions when there are far more overlapping functions than unique and specific functions.

In addition, the

field of mental health is in considerable transformation and new professional
modalities are continually evolving.

For example, in community mental health

centers professionals are functioning as consultants, educators, outreach
workers and aftercare coordinators.

None of these roles existed in tradi-

tional professional patterns in the past.

The participants in the manpower symposia concluded:

When one starts from the viewpoint of the client or
family, what is needed is not more professional or subprofessional specialists, but more generalists. The
fragmentation by specialties (14 or more in mental hospitals) and by agencies (i.e., in-patient unit, the
clinic, the rehabilitation center) is already too much
for most clients or families to contend with. Poor
people, sick people, and disadvantaged people do not
have the cultural, psychological, or educational resources to thread their way without guidance through
the tangle of agencies, procedures, regulatims, restrictions, and expectations in the complex mental
health services delivery system. They do not need
more finely subspecialized technicians who work within
a narrow range of highly developed skills--they need a
single individual they can trust and who can help them
to contact and work with the many specialist and agencies now available.
Thus (the participants made) the recommendation that
the highest priority of rationales for clustering of tasks
and activities into jobs be "target groups of persons."

9

These target groups may be individual clients, families,
small groups of clients, or a single neighborhood or community. This is the notion of the generalist. His primary focus is on meeting all of the needs of the target
persons.

Therefore, a generalist has the following characteristics:
1.

The generalist works with a limited number of clients
or families (in consultation with other professionals)
to provide "across the board" services as needed by
the clients and their families.

2.

The generalist is able to work in a variety of agencies
and organizations that provide mental health services.

3.

The generalist is able to work cooperatively with all of
the existing professions in the field rather than affiliating directly with any one of the existing professions.

4.

The generalist is familiar with a number of therapeutic
services and techniques rather than specializing in one
or two areas.

5.

The geheralist is a "beginning professional" who is expected to continue to learn and grow.

The history and these concepts form the basis of the major work of the
Community College Mental Health Workers Project in developing curriculum
guidelines for mental health worker programs in the two-year community
colleges.

10
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SECTION II

DEVELOPING CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES

Education is the process of changing the behavior of individuals.

If

behavior is defined as including knowledge, skills and attitudes, then education must include formal and informal aspects of the learning experience.

Formal education is a conscious process involving intent and planning;
that is, it consciously plans and establishes a learning environment that is
directed toward the purpose of making desired changes in behavior of students.

When program directors speak of community college mental health worker curricula, they are talking about a formal aspect of education.

But formal edu-

cation is only one portion of the total learning experience.

The colleges

must consider the total environment of the learner when considering curriculum development.

In this report, curriculum is defined primarily as the formally
structured activities that are carried out to achieve desired curricular objectives for development of selected knowledge, skills and attitudes in graduates of mental health programs.

Despite this rather limited definition of curriculum, other aspects of
the learning experience must be considered.

Students begin their higher

education with several years of formal and informal education behind them.
Their families, peer groups, the mass media, community organizations, government, etc., all have contributed directly and indirectly to their education.
They come to college with a variety of backgrounds and experiences.
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Program directors have identified four distinct groups of students
entering community college mental health worker programs.
1.

Recent high school graduates with no particular work
experience.

2.

Middle-aged housewives with little work experience
whose children have reached school age.

3.

Psychiatric aides and other employees of mental
institutions who are attempting to upgrade their
skills, usually in conjunction with their present
work activities.

4.

Individuals from the lower socio-economic groups
and minority groups who are trying to move up the
economic ladder--the New Careerists.

To provide learning experiences that are effective for all students, a
curriculum should be flexible enough to allow a variety of experiences, de-

pending on the students' backgrounds, and flexible enough to allow changes
as new objectives emerge.

Curriculum development, in this sense, becomes

an ongoing process.

The Advisory Committee

The first step in planning a community college mental health worker
program is identifying the need for the program.

Do local mental health and

human service agencies and programs feel the need for such workers?
many will they probably employ?

How

These kinds of questions must first be

answered.

Because ehe development of a program and the ultimate concentration on
particular aspects of it are matters of judgement, the individuals and agen-

cies that will be most affected by the graduates should be included early in
the planning.

This can be achieved by forming an Advisory Committee whose
12
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major role will be to advise on local needs and curriculum content.

If the

generalist approach is taken, the members of the committee should represent
a variety of professions and mental health agencies.

A concentrated effort

should be made to get agency personnel to accept the generalist concept, because the probability of developing a well accepted educational program is
directly related to the degree of commitment and support of the service
agencies.

Steps that could be taken when developing a community college mental
health worker program are listed below:
1.

Determine the need for middle-level mental health workers
and decide which philosophical approach the college will
take in meeting the need as indentified. This is the purpose and philosophical base for the program.

2.

Decide the scope of the program--what the curriculum will
encompass.

3.

Assess the resources available to the program (i.e., funds,
facilities, possible field experiences, characteristics of
potential students, etc.).

4.

Determine the curricular objectives.
graduates to be?)

5.

Operationalize the curricular objectives. (Exactly what
knowledge, skills and values shall be expected of graduates
and at what level of competence?)

(What do we want the

6.

Identify the learning experiences that will be used to
achieve the curricular objectives.

7.

Develop evaluative techniques to determine haw well the
curricular objectives have been achieved.

8.

Develop evaluative techniques to determine whether the
program is alleviating the need for which it was de-

.

signed.

These steps will very likely lead to a redefinition of the purpose of
the program and the curricular objectives, and the cycle will continue.
13

Pvaposes of Mental Health Worker Programs
The basic purpose of any community college mental health technology
program is to meet society's needs for middle-level manpower in treating and
restoring the mentally disabled, in preventing disability, and in promoting
a high level of mental health in the population.

The mental health program directors at the regional curriculum development conferences stated that their major program purposes are:

to develop mental health workers who are basically generalists
and who can be employed in a variety of settings in the mental
health field
to develop workers who can also function as assistants to specialists under general supervision of the specialists
to provide students with opportunities for educational mobility
and transferability, both vertically and horizontally, and to
support the Career Ladder concept in the mental health field.

ne Philosophy of Mental Health Worker Programs
The philosophy of any program depends on the credoes, the values, the
character of the organization, and the theories upon which the program is
based (i.e., a psychoanalytic model, a social competence model, a behavioral
learning model, etc.).

Philosophies represent the differences between the

denominations in the mental health "church."

The philosophies of mental

health programs have too often been left undefined, and yet they are the
areas that most often raise conflicts.

The major differences between cammunity college programs are based on
different philosophical concepts concerning the nature of mental disorder
and its management.

Statements such as, "We take a Rogerian approach," or

"We do not.accept the medical model," "Our program is based on the behavior

14

modification model," and 'We rely strongly on the Truax Triad for attitude
development," were common during meetings with program directors.

The same

philosophical differences exist in the established mental health professions.

One way to keep the philosophical presuppositions which underlie any
particular program from undue bias is to know consciously what they are.
Obviously, every program is based to some extent on certain philosophical
concepts; however, no field of endeavor that touches upon human lives to the
extent that mental health programs do can long afford to leave its philosophical concepts unexamined.

Such an examination does not necessarily mean

that every belief will or should be estdblished by reason, nor does it mean
that various programs do not have the right to maintain certain emphases or
biases.

But such an analysis established the grounds upon which beliefs are

held and the limitations of the reasoning used in determining program content.

In general, it will be most educationally valid to present the student
with several alternative philosophies together with their implications (advantages, limitations, etc.) so that he may make his own choices of which
approaches best suit his needs, even if the program has its own areas of
emphasis.

To do this most objectively, each program director needs a clearly

defined statement of his program's philosophies and objectives.

Basic questions of philosophy were not discussed at the curriculum
development meetings--not because they were considered unimportant, but because there wa.s not enough time to consider such complex issues.

However,

participants agreed that in a pluralistic democratic society, differences
in emphasis of philosophy will and should exist, but that every college attempting to develop a mental health worker curriculum should seriously analyze the philosophical presuppositions underlying its program.
15
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Curriculum Objectives

Curricular objectives are defined in this booklet to be statements--in
somewhat idealized terms--of what the graduates of the programs are to be.
In this sense objectives are probably never really reachable since they express an ideal taward which the program strives.

Because it is impossible to provide a two-year curriculum that would
encompass the total dimensions of human competence needed to work in aZZ aspects of the mental health field, the selection of objectives in the twoyear programs must be made according to the value judgements of those responsible for planning the curriculum.

Nonetheless, the program directors

generally agreed that there are certain overall curricular objecUves that
are common to all programs.

At the same time there will be concentration on

mastering certain areas of knowledge and skills unique to individual schools,
depending on local needs.

For example, most directors felt that the skill of

administering psychological tests should not be commonly taught, although
certain schools might include this because of local demand.

After deciding on curricular objectives, the next step is to decide hoW
to "operationalize" the objectives.

Operational objectives are statements;

preferably measureable, of exactly what content knowledge, level of skill
performance and attitudet will be expected of graduates.

As an example, a

curricular objective might be "to be able to do psychological tests of in-

telligence." This curricular objective might then be operationalized as "to
be able to administer and score the short-form Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale .for individual clients and groups."

16

With precisely stated objectives, it should be possible to design a
curriculum that will have sound rationales for any particular course content
or activity that will build toward these objectives.

Objectives that are

vague are likely to result in outcomes that do not meet the intended purposes
of the program.

Each program should be able to state with some level of con-

fidence and precision just what it intends for its graduates to possess in
knowledge, skills and attitudes.

The program director should be careful to define objectives in terms of
expected behaviors of the graduates rather than in terms of courses or credit
hours.

To do this, the specific behaviors desired of graduates must be iden-

tified and quantified, if possible.

Once the objectives are clear, it is

relatively easy to decide the course content, field experiences, etc., (in
short, the curriculum) which will enable students to attain the objectives by
the time they graduate.

There are certain questions that should be asked about objectives:
1.

Are the curricular objectives consistent with the overall
program objectives? For example, it would be inconsistent
to set psychological testing skills as a curricular objective of a program that was training workers for agencies
that did no psychological testing.

2.

Are the objectives pertinent? For example, are advanced
mathematical skills pertinent to human service skills?

3.

Are the objectives at the same level of generalization?

4.

Are the objectives stated in specific enough terms to be
useful to everyone concerned--students, classroom faculty,
field instructors, etc.?

5.

Are the objectives attainable?

6.

Are the objectives measurable?

17
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If the curricular objectives and the operational objectives have been
defined in specific and measurable behaviors, it should be possible to
evaluate whether or not the objectives are being met, or to decide in what
respects the curriculum needs to be modified in order to meet them.

There

are many methods of evaluation--written tests, skill performance tests, observations of behavior, self-evaluation, etc.

The program directors have

given some attention to the area of evaluation, but evaluation will not be
further discussed in this booklet.

18
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SECTION III

CORE OF COMPETENCE OF A MENTAL HEALTH WORKER
AT THE ASSOCIATE OF ARTS LEVEL

This section attempts to define the core of competence the associate
degree level mental health worker should have.

"Core of competence" is de-

fined as the competencies in the areas of knowledge, skills and attitudes
that might be expected of an associate degree mental health worker at the
start of his first job.

The term "core of competence" does not imply that all graduates of
mental health worker programs must be alike or that all college training
programs must be alike, but that there should be a consistEnt core of competence for all workers.
emphases.

Beyond this there can be all kinds of different

An analogy may be drawn from a recent advertisement for an anti-

acid that appeared in several medical journals.

The ad showed photographs

of a dozen interns and had the heading, "Just as all interns are not alike,

so all antiacids are not alike." While the ad used the theme of difference,
it also made it clear that there are several ways in which antiacids are
alike, that certain qualities are virtually essential:

all antiacids must

neutralize gastric acids and must be nontoxic in doing so.
istics are highly desirable:

Other character-

antiacids should be palatable, should give

sustained action without a compensatory hyperacidity, and should not cause
constipation.

Still other characteristics are purely optional and depend on

personal circumstances and choices:

the choice of liquid or tablet form, the

choice of color and flavor, choice of a glass or plastic container.
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The majority of college programs in mental health in the South are
presently including most of the items considered to be virtually essential
or highly desirable in their curricular objectives, but there is considerable
variation in the specific operational objectives chosen by different programs, and there is substantial variation in the emphasis or concentration of
each program)

Thus some programs stress group counseling skills while others

stress behavior modification skills, but all programs include some basic competence in all areas.

The particular content and skill areas that make up

the operational objectives and the areas of emphasis derive from the philosophical base of each program planner and local needs.

This is as it should

be.

It is not assumed that this definition of the competence of a mental
health worker is final.

It will undoubtedly be modified with future ex-

perience; however, it represents the best consensus of ex-:erts who have
critically explored each item.

These explorations were made not in the

spirit of "what we can teach in two years" but rather in terms of "what

should be the competence of the worker." While this section may be used to
define the outcome objectives for students of mental health programs, it is
not a curriculum statement as such.

However, it was felt that a definition

of the core of competence of such a student is rapidly becoming essential to
the field, both for the community colleges to use as the objectives of their
curricula and for mental health agencies to use as a basis for writing job
descriptions and merit system examinations.

Without such a consistent core,

the graduates are not likely to be widely accepted or used.

The core of competence guideline presented in the following pages was
discussed and agreed upon by small working committees made up largely of
20

college program directors; however, the inputs for the items came from three
major sources:
1.

A composite of the objectives of individual college programs
as presented and discussed by all of the South's program directors at a meeting in January, 1970.

2.

Descriptions of the work actually performed by 30 graduate
mental health workers from all over the United States who
had been employed in mental health agencies at least six
months (from a study conducted in April and May, 1970).

3.

The specific competencies implied for mental health workers
in Roles and Functions for MentaZ HeaZth Workers, a document that describes a rational framework for all levels of
(This document uses the developmental
mental health workers.
approach.)

As the groups studied the elements of competence of a worker in a human
service field such as mental health, it seemed that the competencies fell
into three major areas:

knowledge, skills, and attitudes.

Obviously these

are not areas that are exclusive of one another but rather they are centers
of gravity that represent the major foci of competence.

Every skill has a

certain knowledge base--something the worker must know about the skill in
order to perform it.

But there is a difference in knowing about a skill and

actually performing a skill.

Too often college training programs have con-

centrated on learning about various skills rather than on the more important
performance of the skills themselves.

While the group frequently spoke of the generalist and his core of
competence in behavioral terms, they were also aware that the mental problems of people and the functions of the workers are more than just behavioral.

Just as many persons who come to mental health centers have no abnormal or
disturbing behavior but a feeling of lack of purpose and fulfillment that is
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just as uncamfortable as if there were behavioral manifestations, so a mental
health worker must be competent in areas other than just behavioral.

He must

be able to integrate these behavioral competencies into a purposeful and
humanly sensitive concern than results in a truly helping relationship.

It

is for this reason that the section on values and attitudes has been added,

for the worker's values and attitudes largely determine his tone and clinical
manner.

The area of values and attitudes is often overlooked in professional
education.
free."

It has been assumed that the scientific disciplines aTe "value

On the other hand, some of the helping professions have rather un-

critically assumed a set of values that may no longer be relevant in the
face of modern technology and changing social developments.

These values

and attitudes need conscious definition and should be critically examined

and integrated into the objectives for graduates and into the curriculum
itself.

Certain values should be internalized in the graduate himself, and

there are other value systems that he should know about, regardless of what
particular position he assumes as his personal belief.

In any case, he

should be aware of others' value systems as well as his awn and the implication of each for his work with clients and communities.

The core of competence guideline does not consider characteristics

which may be desirable for the worker; it was not decided whether personal
characteristics are part of the core of competence, especially since there
are many areas of work in the field of mental health that require different
characteristics (for example, consultation, community education, etc., as
client-centered work).

While the matter of personal characteristics of

mental health workers needs further study, it is not part of this section.
22
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In attempting to set down the core of competence for mental health
workers, the group used a simple four-point scale for classifying ZeveZs of
proficiencies to be achieved.

These levels of proficiency are highly ten-

tative, and are not meant to be a strict, inflexible curriculum plan.

They

are meant to represent a guideline which might help program planners in their
thinking about curricular objectives.

This core of competence listing is premised on the notion that colleges
are preparing mental health generalists at the associate degree level.

This

does not imply that all mental health graduates will function as generalists,

but that they should all have tbe competence to perform adequately as generalists if called upon to do so.

This includes community mental health

competence as well as clinical competence with individual clients, families,
or groups of clients.

Levels of proficiency were identified for each of the three major
areas--knowledge, skills and attitudes.

The group also tried to identify

the competencies of knowledge, skills and attitudes that were felt to be
virtually essentiaZ for all workers, those that were felt to be highZy desirable, and those that were felt to be pureZy optionaZ.

The four-point scale for classifying levels of proficiency is:

Some knowledgeThis implies familiarity with the elementary
principles, terminology and skills of the subject sufficient
to enable the worker to carry out the simplest work activities
of the field.

Basic knowledgeThis implies sufficient knowledge of the
principles, terminology and skills of the subject to enable
the worker to work effectively in normal situations of the
field.
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Considerable knowledgeThis implies an advanced knowledge of
the principles, terminology and skills of the subject sufficient to enable the worker to solve unusual and difficult
problems in addition to the commonplace.
Extensive knowledge --This implies a level of principles,
specialized knowledge and skills sufficient to have almost
complete mastery of the subject, the ability to solve the
most difficult problems, and ability to plan and advise on
major policies.

For each item of competence there is noted the roles from Roles and
Functions for Mental Health Workers for which the competence is felt to be
needed.

The associate degree mental health worker would correspond to the

Level II worker as defined in Roles and Functions for Mental HeaZth Workers.
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KNOWLEDGE

Virtually Essential Knowledge
Knowledge of Personality Theory and Function.

This might include:

Some knowledge of the most common concepts of normal
personality growth and development from infancy to
maturity and old age. Include orality and anality
and their implications for personality functions.
Some knowledge of the terminology and basic concepts
of the more common theories of psychological functioning (examples might be Freud, Adler, Adolf Meyer)
and especially knowledge of the kinds of situations for
which the various theories seem especially useful (i.e.,
psychoanalytic concepts for the neuroses, Adlerian concepts for general counseling, etc.).
Considerable knowledge of mental functions and their
implications and applications.
COnsiderable knowledge of common personality patterns
and behaviors (i.e., passivity, aggressiveness, dependence, independence, authoritarianism, compulsiveAll of this should be aimed
ness, mood swings, etc.).
at recognition and understanding the meaning for counseling and managing persons with these patterns.
Roles:

Behavior changer (especially counseling and psychotherapy),
Consultant, Community Planner, Evaluator, Teacher

Knowledge of Abnormal Psychology:
Considerable knowledge of abnormal behaviors; descriptions,
natural history and psychodynamic aspects of psychoses,
neurosis, personality disorders and psychophysiologic disorders.

Basic knowledge of psychopathologic conditions related to
children, adolescents, and the aged as well as young and
middle-life adults.
Basic knowledge of the behaviors, natural history and
psychodynamics of special problems such as mental retardation, sex problems and alcohol and drug addiction
and abuse.
Roles:

Outreach worker, Evaluator, Behavior changer, Caregiver,
Teacher, Consultant
25

Knowledge of the conceptual basis for various Theories of Intervention:
Basic knowledge of the various models for individual client
intervention (i.e., medical model, social learning model,
etc.).
Basic knowledge of the principles of treatment, palliation,
supportive care,rehabilitation, partial disability, etc.

Basic knowledge of the concepts of prevention, positive
health promotion, social system intervention, anticipatory
guidance, etc.
Boles:

Behavior changer, Evaluator, Community Planner, Mobilizer

Knowledge of the Method's of Intervention with Individuals:

Some knowledge of physical methods (What is done,
rational, indication, what to expect, by whom):
electroconvulsive treatment
chemotherapies (not to prescribe, but to
participate)
hydrotherapy (i.e., warm baths for relaxation)
physical therapy (i.e., exercise to drain off
anxiety or anger)

Some knowledge of psychological methods (Oat is done,
rational indications, limitations, what to expect):
non-directive methods (client centered)
psychotherapy (know about psychoanalysis)
counseling
short term eclectic methods (crisis intervention-,
hypnotherapy, supportive theory)
group methods (including family therapy)
Some knowledge of educational methods:

behavior therapy
rehabilitation
Considerable knowledge of social models:
therapeutic use of self
nilieu therapy
activity therapies
therapeutic community
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Some knowledge of community intervention:
consultation
community planning
public education
legislative and administrative process (especially
at local community levels)
Roles:

Evaluator, Behavior changer, Teacher, Consultant, Community
Planner, Assistant to Specialist, Caregiver, Broker

Knowledge of uses, effects and abuses of Chemotherapeutic Agents:
Basic knowledge of major chemotherapeutic classes and agents:
anticonvulsants
tranquilizers
sedatives
narcotics
energizers
toxic, allergic, and side effects as well
as therapeutic effects of most commonly
used agents

Basic knowledge of what to do in the event of abuse or
untoward effect.
Roles:

Behavior changer, Outreach (aftercare), Caregiver,
Consultant

Knowledge of the educational backgrounds, roles and functions and
status considerations of the Human Service Professionals:

Basic knowledge about the mental health professionals
and their profession's power and influence.
(Medicine,
psychiatry, psychology, social work and nursing)
Basic knowledge of mental health related professions.
(Rehabilitation counseling, occupational therapy,
chaplaincy, recreation, physical therapy, sociology)
Basic knowledge of middle-level mental health workers
(psychiatric aides and attendants, mental health workers,
etc.).
Roles:

Advocate, Broker, Mobilizer, Community Planner, Assistant
to Specialist
27
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Knowledge of the Mental Health and Mental Retardation Movements:
Basic knowledge of definitions, terminology and history
including value systems.
Basic knowledge of organizational, legal and fiscal
structures of agencies and institutions and their
functions at national, state and local levels.
Basic knowledge of major contemporary legislation and
commitments.
Roles:

Community Planner, Mobilizer, Advocate, Consultant, Broker,
Administrator

Highly Desirable Knowledge
Knowledge of the Social Welfare Field:

Basic knowledge of scope of the field and theories
underlying varlous programs.
Basic knowledge of specific agencies, their legal and
fiscal bases and scope of operations:
vocational rehabilitation
corrections, parole and probation
public welfare
community action programs
voluntary agencies (i.e., Red Cross, Family
Service, Boys and Girls Clubs)
Basic knowledge of the roles and functions of informal
community resources:
school counselors, marriage counselors
private practitioners of medicine and
psychiatry
clergymen
Roles:

Broker, Advocate, Mobilizer, Community Planner, Consultant,
Administrator

Knowledge of Community Resources that Provide Human Services:

Considerable knowledge of the resources available for
the mentally disabled in each program, and how to
28
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mobilize them on behalf of clients and the mentally
disabled in general:
public agencies--local and statewide
voluntary agencies
private resources (hospitals, practitioners,
etc.)
Roles:

Broker, Consultant, Mobilizer, Advocate, Community Planner

Knowledge of Sociology:
Basic knowledge of concepts of role, social class,
anomie, disengagement, etc.

Basic knowledge of concepts of family and kinship
systems.
Basic knowledge of concepts of special group behaviors
and their implications for practice:
institutions and agencies
professions
communities
minority groups
public officials

Basic knowledge of dynamics and processes of small and
large groups and their uses.
Roles:

Outreach, Broker, Mobilizer, Community Planner, Advocate,
Consultant, Behavior changer, Teacher, Administrator

Knowledge of Data Gathering Techniques and EvaZuation Procedures
in Mental HeaZth:

Basic knowledge of what is done, by whom, indications,
rational implications at a basic level:
social history and vocational evaluation
physical and neurological examinations
mental status examinations and psychological
tests
special studies--EEG, laboratory
questionnaires, community surveys
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Roles:

Evaluator, Community Planner, Data Manager, Consultant,
Administrator

Knowledge of Other Cultures and Value Systems:

Some understanding of contrasting attitudes and viewpoints
of other individuals and groups and of the need to accept
them in interactions:
other national groups, minorities, social
classes, etc.
other generations, ruralurban differences
Roles:

Outreach worker, Broker, Mobilizer, Community Planner,
Advocate

Knowledge of Contemporary Events, Issues and Problems Relevant to
Mental Health:

Basic knowledge of state and local and federal laws
and actions specific to mental health.
Basic knowledge of laws, issues and actions related to
mental health (i.e., abortions for mental health reasons,
insanity as a plea for criminal acts).
Basic knowledge of educational and professional issues
relevant to mental health.
Roles:

Community Planner, Advocate, Mobilizer, Consultant

Knowledge of the IMplications of Mental Illness and Retardation
for various target populations:

Basic knowledge of social, fiscal, legal and
psychological issues:
families, children, adults
the disengaged (the aged, the divorced,
widowed and single)
the poor, the rich, rural, urban
minority groups
Roles:

Outreach worker, Broker, Mobilizer, Consultant, Advocate,
Community Planner
30

Knowledge of Physiology of Human Development and FUnction:
Basic knowledge of human genetics.

Basic knowledge of normal physiology, endocrinology and
neurophysiology.
Basic knowledge of normal sexual development and behavior.
Basic knowledge of pathological physiology in above areas.
Roles:

Evaluator, Behavior changer, Consultant

Knowledge of SeZf:
Considerable self-knowledge of:

abilities, personality, values, philosophies,
competencies, experiences, interpersonal
style, disabilities, limitations, hang-ups,
reaction patterns
motivations for this kind of work
Roles:

Behavior changer, Teacher, Outreach worker, Broker, Advocate,
Consultant, Community Planner, Mobilizer, Caregtver, Evaluator
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SKILLS

Virtually Essential

Skills in Interviewing normal and disabled persons:

Basic skill in talking with people comfortably and
productively.
Basic skill in obtaining information, "reading" the
feeling tones of what people say, and observing and
reporting the behaviors people exhibit in interviews.
Basic skill in giving and interpreting information and
appropriately responding to feeling tones and to the
implications of what people say and do in interviews.
Basic skill in relating to a wide range of the disabled
--the aged, the mentally ill and retarded, children,
alcoholics, etc.
Basic skill in sensing the impact of self on the person
being interviewed, and responding appropriately.
Roles:

Outreacher worker, Broker, Evaluator, Behavior changer, Teacher,
Caregiver, Mobilizer, Consultant, Community Planner, Administrator

Skills in Observing and Recording:
Basl.c skill in observing behaviors, emotions and
physical characteristics of people and settings.

Basic skill in using ordinary check forms to record
observations.
Basic skill in recording observation and interview data
in simple descriptive fashion (this does not mean interpretive language, i.e., "patient is delusional" but in
graphic descriptions of exactly what the person is saying
and doing).
Basic skill in recording subjective impressions of the
individual.
Roles:

Outreach worker, Evaluator, Teacher, Behavior changer, Consultant, Caregiver
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Competence in Interpersonal Skills:

Basic skill in establishing interpersonal relationships
with clients such as demonstrating the three characteristics described by Truax and Carkuff:
genuineness--the ability to be real
accurate empathy--the ability to correctly
"hear" the other person
nonpossessive warmth--the ability to
establish a caring but not a consuming
relationship with the other person
Basic skill in dealing with other mental health workers
in various role relationships.
Basic skill in supervising other workers (aides) in a
consulting relationship.
Roles:

Outreach worker, Broker, Advocate, Teacher, Behavior changer,
Consultant, Mobilizer, Community Planner, Caregiver, Administrator

Competence in Group Skills:

Basic skill in organizing and developing groups as
a group process facilitator or consultant rather than
as a task leader.
Basic skill in leading groups as a task leader.
Basic skill in group counseling (i.e.,' giving information,
exploring alternatives, effecting minor behavior change).

Basic skill in group teaching.
Some skill in group therapy including family therapy.
Roles:

Mobilizer, Behavior changer, Teacher, Community Planner,
Consultant, Caregiver, Advocate, Administrator

Skills in Changing the Behavior and Enhancing the EMotional Growth
of individuals:

Basic skill in coaching for new behavior patterns
(giving directions, persuading and practicing).
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Basic skills in counseling for new behavior and
adjustment in client patterns (helping explore alternatives, asking questions to lead the person to new
insights, etc.).
Basic skill in behavior modification.
Some skill in psychotherapy.
(The worker should have considerable skill in at least
one of these modes of behavior change, in addition to
at least some skill in all modes.)
Roles:

Behavior changer, Teacher, Consultant

Competence in Instructional Skills:

Basic skills in teaching ordinary skills and knowledge
to individuals (i.e., grooming, knitting, etc.).
Basic skill in teaching small groups (i.e., a high
school class about drug abuse. This will include tse
of visual aides, group discussions and other simple
educational skills based on sound learning principles).
Roles:

Teacher, Community Planner, Administrator

Skills in Consultation:

Basic skill in consulting with other workers about
individuals and their problems (i.e., clarifying the
problem, helping the consultee arrive at solutions
and to carry the responsibility).
Basic skill in consulting with small local agencies
about their mental health problems.
Roles:

Consultant, Broker, Community Planner

Competence in Community Process Skills:

Some competence in neighborhood planning (i.e.,
serving as a member of a committee or board).
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Basic competenceln activating local community
resources 011-bnalf of a client or a program.
Roles:

Community Planner, Mobilizer, Broker

Skill in Alobilizimg Community Rsources quickly:

Basic skill in working with community agencies,
professionals, etc., to mobilize their services
and competence quickly on behalf of clients.
This
may involve techniques for shortcutting standard
II procedures" in the case of clients in crisis.
Basic skill in mobilizing community resources to
serve classes of clients (i.e., convincing the local
recreation program to include the mentally retarded).
This is.the skill of "working the community" on behalf
of the disabled.
Roles:

Broker, Advocate, Mobilizer, Community Planner

Skill in Problem SoZving:

Basic skill in evaluating the problems of a family or
client, setting an action plan, implementing action
and evaluating the result in order to modify the action
for greater impact.
Basic skill in evaluating the problems of a group, agency
or community, noting possible alternatives and consequences,
setting a plan, implementing action and evaluating the
result in order to modify the action.
Roles:

Evaluator, Consultant, Outreach worker, Community Planner

Skill in Gathering and using Mental Health Data:

Basic skill in gathering clinical case data and in
analyzing, abstracting and using such data in decision
making with due regard for confidentiality.
Basic skill in gathering statistical data (i.e.,,Aumbers
of cases), organizing it into systematic records', or
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tables, analyzing and abstracting it as needed
and using it for program planning and evaluation.
Roles:

Data manager, Evaluation, Administrator, Community Planner

Competence in Reporting Skills:

Basic skill in organizing information into logical
and clear reports:
in writing
in oral presentations

This includes reports of clinical information about
patients or information about programs, problems or
proposals.
Basic skill in presenting reports appropriately for
professionals, peers or lay persons.
Roles:

Evaluator, Data manager, Mobilizer, Consultant, Community
Planner, Administrator

Competence in Daily Living Skills:

Basic competence in ordianry social adaptive skills
(grooming, appropriate manners, sense of time, sense
of responsibility, etc.).
This does not imply that each worker must himself be
constantly a paragon of social propriety but that he
should have the competence to use these skills when
necessary to teach or counsel clients or to provide a
role model to assist them with emotional and behavioral
adjustments.
Basic competence in some of the more common special
living skills (i.e., personal budgeting, home management, d5et management).
Roles:

Teacher, Behavior changer, Caregiver

Skill in First Aid and First Level Physical Diagnosis ao related
to the mentally ill:

This does not call for first aid in the full range of
orthopedic situations, etc., or physical diagnosis
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comparable to that of a nurse.
Rather it is that level
of skill in first level diagnosis that would be expected
of a rather sophisticated parent.

Basic skill in recognizing the therapeutic, toxic,
allergic and side effects of the most commonly used
psychotropic drugs.
Basic skill in recognizing and evaluating the signs
and symptoms of common illnesses (i.e., childhood
diseases, heart attacks, epilepsy, drug abuse, delirium tremens). This probably should include basic
skill in taking temperatures, pulses and respiration
(and blood pressures) and knowing the basic significance of each.
Basic skill in first aid for common medical problems
(heart attacks, epileptic seizures, etc., but not
necessarily trauma as in highway accidents).

Basic skill in making appropriate referral or counseling
clients and families when physical signs or symptoms present themselves.
(This involves avoiding inappropriate
and unnecessary referrals as in the case of a sophisticated
parent).
Role:

Evaluator, Behavior changer, Broker, Caregiver

Competence in some Activity Skills:

Some skills in a variety of recreational activities
(table games, sports, exercises, dancing, etc.).
Some skills in a variety of crafts activities (sewing,
art, photography, etc.).
Some skills in music activities (singing, instrument
playing, band or orchestra, etc.).
Some skills in dramatic arts (plays, psychodrama,
pageantry shows, etc.).
The worker should have some competence in all of these
areas with considerable skill in at least one.
Roles:

Teacher, Behavior changer, Caregiver, Outreach worker
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Skills in Advocacy:

Basic skill in obtaining exceptions to rules, policies,
practices, etc., when needed for individual clients.
Basic skill in bringing about changes in rules, regulations, policies, practices, etc., to obtain services for
groups of clients (i.e., the mentally retarded, ex-mental
patients).
Roles:

Advocate, Community Planner, Mobilizer

Highly Desirable Skills

Competence in Administrative SkiUs:
Some competence in requisitioning supplies, recordkeeping
and management, simple inventory procedures (i.e., for
stock supplies).
Some competence in basic budgeting and fiscal recordkeeping
(i.e., what will it cost to put on a weekend workshop for
parents of the retarded?).
Roles:

Administrator

Competence in Management SkiUs:
Basic skills in directing and supervising other persons
(aides, volunteers, etc.).
Basic skills in evaluating work performance.
Basic skills in communication in organizations (i.e., formal
communications, written communications, informal communications).
Roles:

Administrator

Purely Optional Skills

Skills in Administering Psychologica Tests:
Basic skills in administering certain screening and group
psychological tests.
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skills

in scoring and interpreting certain
Basic
psychological tests.
Roles:

Basic

Evaluator, Assistant to specialist

skills

in Statistics and Research and Evaluation Methods and

Techniques.

Roles:

Basic
Roles:

Basic

Data manager

skills

in Remotivation and teaching of remotivation for aides.

Behavior changer, Caregiver

skills

in Special Thera-pies such as attitude therapy, play

therapy, bibliotherapy, etc.
Roles:

Basic

Behavior changer, Caregiver

skills

in Conducting Special Tests (i.e., neurological,

neurophysiological or physical tests such as flicker fusion tests,
electroencephalography, etc.).
Roles:

Evaluator, Assistant to specialist
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ATTITUDES AND VALUES

Virtually Essential Attitudes and Values
Considerable awareness of One's Own Limitations and willingness to
seek assistance.
Roles:

Outreach worker, Broker, Evaluator, Teacher, Behavior changer,
Mobilizer, Consultant, Community Planner, Caregiver, Data
manager, Administrator, Assistant to specialist

Considerable conviction that the Mental Health of Clients, Families
and Communities Can Be Improved:

Ccnsiderdble conviction that the mental health
worker can help bring about improvements.
Considerable intention to work to bring about
improvements.
Roles:

Outreach worker, Broker, Evaluator, Teacher, Behavior changer,
Mobilizer, Consultant, Community Planner, Caregiver, Data
manager, Administrator, Assistant to specialist

Basic conviction that the Tibrk of Serving Client-3 Is Done Through
Groups., Organizations and Agencies:

Basic willingness to work within organized
systems in serving clients.
Roles:

Mobilizer, Community Planner, Advocate, Consultant

Basic conviction that Organizations, Agencies and Social Policies
Should Be Open to Change to Better Meet Client and Community Needs:
Basic willingness to work toward appropriate
changes in organizations, agencies and social
policies to better meet client and community
needs.
Roles:

Advocate, Community Planner, Mobilizer, Consultant
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Considerable conviction that Knowledge, SkiZZs and Attitudes are in
Continuous Change and that a Commitment to Continuing Self-development
and Education Is Necessary:
Basic commitment to:

keep abreast of current relevant
literature, events, etc.
give time and money to participation
in continuing education activities
keep "loose" regarding new research,
values, skills, etc.
Roles:

Outreach worker, Broker, Evaluator, Teacher, Behavior changer,
Mobilizer, Consultant, Community Planner, Caregiver, Data
manager, Administrator, Assistant to specialist

Thorough respect for the Dignity of the Individual and a Respect for
the Individual's Person, Privacy, Decisions and Opinions:

Thorough conviction that no person shall be
treated in demeaning, patronizing, condescending
or arbitrary ways.
Thorough avoidance of labeling people with
stereotyped or derogatory terminology (i.e.,
"prevert," "schizoids").
Roles:

Outreach worker, Broker, Evaluator, Teacher, Behavior changer,
Mobilizer, Consultant, Community Planner, Caregiver, Data
manager, Administrator, Assistant to specialist

Considerable conviction of the Importance of Exercising Personal
Responsibility and Initiative in carrying out work:
Considerable conviction of:

the importance of being dependable and
reliable in work with clients and
communities
the importance of exercising personal
initiative in carrying out work with
clients and communities
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Roles:

Outreach worker, Broker, Evaluator, Teacher, Behavior changer,
Mobilizer, Consultant, Community Planner, Caregiver, Data
manager, Administrator, Assistant to specialist

Thorough conviction of Maintaining a Continuing Affirmative Relationship
to Clients and Communities Whenever and as Long as It is Needed:
Thorough conviction of need to respond and make
oneself available whenever and wherever needed
by the client (not just during working hours or
when it is otherwise convenient).
Thorough conviction of need to continue to serve
the client in some appropriate way (not necessarily
to meet the client's or community's immediate demand).
Roles:

Outreach worker, Broker, Evaluator, Teacher, Behavior changer,
Mobilizer, Consultant, Community Planner, Caregiver, Data
manager, Administrator, Assistant to specialist

Highly Desirable Attitudes and Values
Considerable Respect and Tolerance for "Different" Individual and
Cultural Lift Styles.
Roles:

Outreach worker, Broker, Evaluator, Teacher, Behavior changer,
Mobilizer, Consultant, Community Planner, Caregiver, Data
manager, Administrator, Assistant to specialist

Considerable concern regarding Contemporary Events, Issues and
Problems Relevant to Mental HeaZth:
Sense of responsibility to facilitate positive
solutions to contemporary problems and issues
in appropriate ways.
Roles:

Advocate, Mobilizer, Community Planner, Consultant, Broker
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Considerable conviction of Collaborative Team Effort that promotes
working with other professionals in the fields of mental health,
social welfare, education, etc.:

Basic conviction that all the human service
professionals are working toward the same
basic objectives though each from a different
base (respect for differences).
Basic conviction of responsibility to promote
working with other professionals (rather than
waiting for an invitation).
Roles:

Outreach worker, Broker, Evaluator, Teacher, Behavior changer,
Mobilizer, Consultant, Community Planner, Caregiver, Data
manager, Administrator, Assistant to specialist

Basic awareness of Various Value Positions and own value system.
regarding the Protestant work ethic:

Basic awareness of the various attitudes held
regarding the Protestant work ethic.
Considerable awareness of own value system
about work and the implications for worker's
expectations of clients.
Roles:

Behavior changer, Teacher, Caregiver

Considerable awareness of various value systems and of own value
system regarding Race and Racism:

Considerable awareness of the various attitudes
held regarding race and racism and own values
and attitude regarding race and racism and their
manifestations in working with clients and communities.
Roles:

Outreach worker, Broker, Evaluator, Teacher, Behavior changer,
Mobilizer, Consultant, Community Planner, Caregiver, Administrator, Assistant to specialist
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Basic awareness of various value systems and own value and attitude
regarding Human Life and Death:
Basic awareness of:

how these issues are manifested in
issues of birth control, abortion,
prolonging life by technological
means, sterilizations and euthanasia
own attitudes and possible implications
in work with clients
Roles:

Outreach worker, Broker, Evaluator, Teacher, Behavior changer,
Mobilizer, Consultant, Community Planner, Caregiver, Data
manager, Administrator, Assistant to specialist

Basic awareness of own and society's attitudes and values regarding
Poverty, Dependency and Income Maintenance.
Roles:

Outreach worker, Broker, Evaluator, Teacher, Behavior changer,
Mobilizer, Consultant, Community Planner, Caregiver, Data
manager, Administrator, Assistant to specialist

Basic awareness of own and society's attitudes and values regarding
Physical and Mental Disability and the persons afflicted with them
(the mentally ill, the mentally retarded, sexual deviates, alcoholics,
drug addicts, etc.).
Roles:

Outreach worker, Broker, Evaluator, Teacher, Behavior changer,
Mobilizer, Consultant, Community Planner, Caregiver, Data
manager, Administrator, Assistant to specialist
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SECTION IV

ACHIEVING CURRICULAR OBJECTIVES

Once the curricular objectives are stated in a way that makes it
possible to measure the degree of knowledge; skills, and attitudes of students, it is the responsibility of the program director to develop learning
experiences for students that will provide for the acquisition of the required abilities or characteristics.

Tyler3 has presented five general principles that apply to the
selection of learning experiences.

("Learning experience" is defined as

the interaction of students with their environment.

This infers that the

student is an active participant in selecting the environment to which he
will react.)
1.

For a given objective to be attained, a student must
have experiences that give him an opportunity to deal
with the content and to practice the kind of behavior
implied by the objective.

2.

The learning experiences must be such that the student
obtains satisfaction from carrying on the kind of behavior implied by the objectives.

3.

The reactions desired in the learning experience must
be within the range of possibility for the students
involved.

4.

There are many different learning experiences that
can be used to attain the same educational objectives.

5.

The same learning experience will usually bring about
several outcomes.

3Ralph W. Tyler, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction,
The University of Chicago Press, 1949), p. 3-62.
(Chicago:

Listed below are statements concerning mental health curricula.

These

statements have been paraphrased from statements of general curriculum
development compiled by Dresse14 in The Undergraduate Curriculum in Higher
Education.

Program directors were asked to respond to a questionnaire based

on Dressel's principles by either agreeing or disagreeing with Dressel.
Below are the statements with which at least 70 percent of the program directors agreed.
ments.)

(Program directors unanimously agreed with 14 of 19 state-

Some of the statements listed below are inconsistent with Dressel's

original principles--for instance, Dressel stated that field experience5
should be minimized, but program directors felt that field experience was a
vital factor in the learning experience of mental health workers.

The

4Paul L. Dressel, "Principles for the Development of the Undergraduate
Curriculum," The Undergraduate Curriculum in Higher Education, (New York:
The Center for Applied Research in Education, 1963), Chapter V.
5Following are the operating definitions for field experience, practicum
and work/study as the words are used in this paper.

Field Experience means the kind of learning situation in which the
student is placed in an agency setting or settings in a kind of
"externship" to reinforce didactic learning with actual experience
and to develop and sharpen skills. In essence, the agency accepts
supervisory responsibility for the student during the experience,
even though a seminar in conjunction with this is usually held by
the faculty members.
Practicum refers to the kind of learning situation which is a part
of a regular course and occurs as a field trip to observe or participate in a particular experience relative to a classroom topic. The
instructor maintains full supervisory responsibility for the student.
Work/Study refers to the kind of learning situation where the
student receives pay for work in an agency but combines this
work with a college project to receive college credit.
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following statements are based on responses to the questionnaire and
discussions during the curriculum development meetings and seem to represent a concensus of opinions of the community college mental health program
directors in the South:

The total college experience of mental health students should
be coherent, cumulative, and somehow unified by the development of broad competencies that are relevant to a future career
as a mental health worker; the further development of the student as an individual; and the fulfillment of the student's
obligations as a responsible citizen in a democratic society.
The statement of objectives for a mental health program should
include delineation of areas appropriate for study in terms of
blocks of relevant knowledge, skills, and attitudes with a central purpose that will unify or integrate the curriculum.
Some sequential characteristics should be present, insuring
that depth in the field of mental health rather than superficial contact with a series of related disciplines is
achieved.

An identifiable core of organized knowledge, skills and attitudes in mental health should be included in a curriculum.
Curricula should be planned to maintain as much flexibility
in vocational choice by the student as is consistent with
preparation for a career as a mental health worker.
The objectives or levels of competency required for enrollment in and for completion of each course should be defined
in sufficiently clear terms so that students may be properly
placed or granted full credit for achievement, however attained.

General education on the one hand, and breadth and depth in
mental health knowledge, skills and attitudes on the other,
should be pursued throughout the entire program.
General education course offerings should be developed in
relation to the needs of the total college or university
rather than on narrow, specialized departmental concerns.

One or more courses in the mental health department should
be designatee as independent study, to permit emphasis or
specialization appropriate for individuals or small groups
of students.

9
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A mental health curriculum should include some attention to
all relevant learning experiences (not solely to required
course work), and acceleration by year-round attendance or
by comprehensive examinations should be included in the curriculum.

Wherever possible, students should be encouraged and assisted
to engage in work or service related to mental health in conjunction with their formal education.
Mental health students should be encouraged to use their
electives to explore unknown or unfamiliar areas.
All students should enroll in an integrative interdepartmental
student seminar.
A statement of the purpose and goals of the mental health
program and a justification for all the requirements and
their sequence should be available to advisors and to prospective majors.
The instructional method and requirements of individual
courses should be known to students and advisors so that
the program planned for the student may include field experience, writing, speaking, discussion, case method and
other learning experiences significant in attaining a
broad general education.
Early in the college career of each student, his entire
college program should be tentatively mapped out by the
student and the advisor.
A student should have an advisor who is in the mental
health department.
A wide variety of field experience or practicum should be
combined With classroom experience so that students will
have an opportunity to apply skills as they learn them.

These staiements refer to activities of both the college and the mental
health program.

They are achieved by community college mental health pro-

grams by fairly traditional administrative methods in the South.

Generally

the colleges provide for a number of college credits that can be attained
in a quarter, trimester or semester.

Table I indicates average curricula

offeringS in the mental health programs in the South and describes the
5 0

r_;

average number of hours and percentage of courses included in the mental
health curricula according to a general education--mental health dichotomy.

TABLE I

Curricular Offering According to General Education/Mental
Health Core Comparison in Community Colleges in the South

Percent

Type

Hours*

Required General Education (not related
to mental health core)

25

15

Required General Education (part of
mental health core)

25

15

Required Mental Health Courses (not
considered as general education
by college)

30

18

Electives related to mental health

10

6

Free electives

10

6

100

60

Totals

*Based on 60-hour curriculum

GeneraZ Education refers to courses offered in the humanities, physical
sciences, social sciences or behavioral sciences.

In many colleges a number

of courses within the mental health concentration are offered in either the
social or behavioral sciences.

Introductory courses such as health, psy-

chology or sociology are usually offered on a college-wide basis and considered as part ot the general education curriculum for college parallel
majors.

Because of this overlapping, the mental health curriculum may have

a large percentage (25 percent) of courses within the mental health concentration that are also considered as general education courses.
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The mental

health curricula also have a large percentage (30 percent) of courses
required for all mental health majors.

College mental health program directors have reported that in junior
colleges it is often quite easy to sit down with the faculty persons who
teach these general education courses and work out curricular offerings that
are more useful to students entering the human services in general.

For

example, it is often possible to assure that general psychology courses
feature more learning about human psydhology than about animal or experimental
psychology, emphasis which is much more likely to be useful to students who
plan to become nurses, teachers, physicians, lawyers, salesmen or mental
health workers.

The same is true for other courses such as sociology or

biology (human biology--not so much of plants and insects).

The Mental Health Core

In many of the programs, mental health is considered as part of a
larger core of courses.

To achieve better administrative efficiency and

educational continuity, it is feasible to group students in different majors
together to increase class size and to provide better understanding and
communication among workers in related fields.

There are two distinct kinds of cores for mental health workers in the
South.

The first has grown out of the traditional health-related field in

which the core is usually designed by grouping nursing, medical technology,

dental technology, hospital management, radiological technology, physical
therapy, etc., with mental health technology and some of the other therapies.

This trend has developed because the hea4h-related curricula in community
colleges have common objectives and course offerings in the medical services
52

area.

Such a core has students from all health-related programs taking

courses that teach common knowledge, skills and attitudes needed during the
first year and more specialized courses in their particular major during
the latter part of the two-year schedule.

A second core that is emerging might be termed a "human services" or
"social welfare" core.

The human services core usually revolves around in-

formation that is common to the professional fields of social welfare-psychology; sociology; psychiatry; mental retardation; vocational or correctional rehabilitation; occupational, recreational, craft or music therapy;
and educational counseling.

There are three objectives for mental health worker programs that are
rather different from those of most community college curricula and that
lead to different kinds of educational processes.

First, the students are expected to learn more about themselvestheir
values, attitudes, motivations; their styles, personalities, feelings and
hang-ups.

This has led to the use of group participation, T-groups, sensi-

tivity training, role playing, group dynamics and other methods of experiencing
and confronting oneself.

Second, students are exliected to master more skills that involve the use

of self as a therapeutic toolcounseling, coaching, teaching, behavior modification, group and individual therapy.

This has led to the use of various

experiential learning methods--seminars, group discussions of performance,
practicum experiences under supervision, videotape playbacks of performance,
simulations, etc.
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-Thitd; students are expected to develop basic cmpetence in.hel 'sng

real people and communitis solve mentaZ heaZth problems. '.The student is
'\

e*pected to be able.to apply the sm total.of his kndWledge, skillS and at/

titudes to_helping disturbed .and disabled clients and 'families to resolve
.(

their problems.

This has le'd -to much stronger emphasis On'fleld experiences

and practicum activities with real people with real problems,in the field.

Some people have referred to these kinds of experiential .learninga
techniques as process-orientedr-as contrasted With didactic content-oriented
education..

In the'mental health curricu la there.is still a heavy emphasis on
-

ccititeht-ftich mua-exist even aS a base for the expetientiaeleatning of human.

service skills and probkem solving, but there is.much greater emphasis,-in

addition, on process-oriented courses.

Table II notes that students in community colleg-

programs

In th

ental.health worker

SoUth,are spending apprOximately 30.petcent of their college

time in courses that are processoriented.

This_does not reflect the number.

of -coilege credit hours since students in mental health programs ate
\

to spend more actual time in class than most other students.

required.

Mental health

i

worker programs are definitely not "snap" or "cinch" programs.

The format for,the proceqs courses varies tremendously.

A few schools

have extended sessions of:three to five days in which students and faculty

meat togetherfor all-day sessions to concentrate,on learning-about oneself,
ones
attitudes, values, hang-ups, motivationS, etc.
-

Some.of the programs

utilize sensitivity training techniques developed by the NationalTraining
Laboratories, bUt most ude diScussion groups or seminats to diScuss what~
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_

.

,

they have learned about themselvesthrough field experiences, ,films
or textbooks during the content-oriented phase .of the program.
.

programs combine

F.

student seminar with field experience

A

lectures

,

All of the

-

and much of this

seminar is directed to increasing the' student's awareness 'of himself as,well
0

as the' cl
/.

eras

and services that he has worked with in the field.

TABLE II

Teaching Method Utilized (By e ester) in Community
College Mental Health Programs in the-South

Percent of Student Time
Semester
1st
2nd
3rd
°4th

Teaching' Method

Percent,
Average Total
(Time in Parentheses)

Content-Oriented

40

30

20

101

25

(AO

P.rocess-Oriented

30

30

30

30

30

(600 hours)

Prdcticum

30

40'

20

10

5

(500 hours)

X

30

50

20

Field Experience

X

_

hours)

.

,

(400 hours)

.

(2000 hours)

One percent, equals approximately 20 student contact houri

7
The reasons "for which these process-oriented courses are offered differ

from school to school.

Some of the stated reasons are:

/

to provide for. per-

/

sonal evaluation of values and attitudes 'to proyide for learning by doing
experiential learning (i.e.

,

group process)

to prOyide a means of self.

/ (screening for students before enrollment or early in the program, 'to

provide students a mechanism for self-analysis and self-evaluation, to pro-

vide experiences similar

ci---those that the graduate will lie eicpedtea to

provide for clients, to develop

espPit

e carps among students, to provide
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a laboratory to practice learned skills (i.e., role playing and grou0
leadership), to provide a means for students to react.to_course content or
%

field experience, and to proVide opportunity for feedback and program eva
uation bY the'studenta.l.
0

Below is an excerpt from a process-oriented course offered at Purdue:

This course is designed to focus'in detail on certain criticai
issues in your dontinued growth as workers in the field of
mental health.
In additien, dertain key areas of knowledge not
covered in,previouS courses will be filledjn. The general objective of the course is_to round out your knowledge, allaw.for
integration of,diverse Anowledgeand experiences and bring abOut
the fihal preparation:for job entry. The staff ith willing to
2
coniider additions or substitutions which you May want.

A semin0 is unlike other college classee. Each member has the
opportunity and responsibility to share hfs own findings. Be'cause the hours are'primarily for sharing, it is imPortant for,

,

each student to be \preeent at each sessidh..
.

Usually, a term paper has been prer paredcfor this.cOUrse: However,
this year a creative and original project may be substituted.1\
Stich.projects will ht'accompenied by an'explanation (one or ttio
pages) and a biblioiraphy of background information ana the n eds:.
which exist in that field..

Two or three students may join oh a Subject with each'student.
being responsible for a section of the total. Thie'projectb I
paper will determine\thefina/ grade with attendance also being
a determining factor.

.

Field Experience
The second way in which mental health programs differ from o her,
communitY college programs is in ihe amount of .practicum, field'

and work/study courses tha.are.provided.

xperienCe

On an average,.stud nts are

,required,to take 6 to 12 hours'(10 to 20 percent of credit ho rs) or Practium and field experience; however, as noted fn Table II, tiyLs represents 45
percent Of the student's time'..
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The setting0 fOr'PractiCuth inelield experiences ahould be:many and
varied. ,Currently they include: thental health.centers, facilities fOr the
reiarded., atate:mental hosidtals; school counseling aervices, family service
agenCida:, Corrctionai instintiona,' training schools,' alcoholic-units, drug.

'addiction- units; neighbarboodhealth centers; agencies specializing in the

care ofthe aged and chtonically ill, hospital psychiatric units, children's
'r
unit0:.,'..ana child dai', care:centers.

Many of.the early graduates have urged a
.

,greaterivarietir,Offieldexperienaes., One ok two settings, are not enough,Some of the settings shoUld be community agencies7-not just state hospitals
or institutions for the retaraed.
CT

'The prableliisrhostoften.Ctated.by program directors concern field'
placements..

tioth the riumber.and variety of field experience placements

availableta some programs'are.so limited that many programa in fural areas
are haVing tO timit their placements to only a few agencies or institutiona.
: However, studenta,can learn many essential skills and values from non-tra-

ditional aettingS'auCh aa nurCing homes,sheltered workshops, and day Care
centera. -There'is no need to limit the settings to bental health agencies.

Nor it'it eVen desirable to dOso.

lo

.
.

As noted in Table:II, most of the mental'health programs are designed

,

with some practicum exlierience being offered 'during the first and second se7

.mesters with.field experience-following ititbe,sualmer and throughout the second year.

EarlY practicum experience usually expOseastudenta ta community
.

.

service agencies and potential clients and: to .the more, basic. skills such as
.

.

obsetvingland:tePorting
.

Another'tylie%of.practicum experience
-

exposes the studenta to repiesentativea from-Vations professional diaciplines
p.

and to more' seriously a4aabied peaple and-rilore 'aopbisticated skills such as

counseling, behaviorpodification and adm1nigtration.'1-lany observers feel
that this use of practicum experiences from-the very beginning,of the program and'continuing throughout the program is One Of the real. 6 rengths of
7

:the community college mental health wOrker programs.,;

Field experience involveg

therapeutiC relationships

ith clients.

The majority of field experience in cuFrent programs is in menta

hospitals,

..or mental health centers located in the city where flie college p ograii is

being Conducted.

Some field experience is tonducted during the summer be7

tween-'ibe freshman and sophomoreyearsoverap,eriod of three iii six weeks.
The focus is on sophisticated skills of therapy, teaching and client problem
T

..._

0

.

,

solving. .Mbet programa feel-a need to give.students a-more tompreh nsi-6
experience in community mental

hcaltbhd

all that it impiies.

.M

'Almost all of,the exiating,mental health programs hive a written contract
/

u

.

between the college and the mental health agencies for the provision of'f
experiences.

The contract spells out areas-of shared responsibility

areas of separate responsibility through\. statements about:

\

I.

the duration of the agreement:

those responsible for instructional planning

144 consultation commitments necessary
A\ the use to be made of facilities, and responsibiliq .or-equipmeot
,

v

-provisions for'Special needs of students when in the mental/
health facility.; i.e., conference sPace, cafeterial persenal
storage,space

responsibilities for supervision and instruction
,../definition of "adequate supervision" to.protect the student
against implication of negligence

any provision either party will make to meetrspecial 9ident
health requirements of the field placement organizations..
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Some of the mental health programs offer summer work/study programs.

Students work for pay duringthe summer., usually in a Mental hospital, mental

healthcenter, or school for the mareally retarVed.

Some of these work sit-

uations are combined with classroom work, individual study, or a research
course to:form a work/suldy Session for-College credit.

Some colleges also
...

:

give college credit for work related'to mental health performea,either befere
or during fhe Student's.twe-year.formal education..

Some'Oolleges.are offering courses within mental health.institutions to
upgrade the skills of psychiatric aides and others.

These courses are, often

- offered during working hours and for college credit, in an effort to integraie

on-the-job education and formal college educaaon7=a prime consideration in
.

the development of career ladders.

Sollif hospitals are allowing their aides

and attendants to be paid full-time while working 'part time and attending
.

.

1
.

college part time.

'Identifying the role of the .student field placerdent supervisor is a

'problem that has been dealt with in a variety of ways.

'

Ili a few instan4s
(

the director of the mental health worker:programior a faculty membr at the
college has supervised field placement students.

The most common method is

or.the supervisor to be an employee of the institution or agency in which
1
r

,

ield placement is made and to supervise students on field placement as part
.

of his responsibilities within his own oroanization.,

pays part of the supervisor's salary.

Sometimia the college

A few Colleges have contraCted with

an agency for all members of the agency's staff to PA:Tide both field placement superviiion and part-time faculty teaching assistance. ,Along with this,

the staff:is usually'listed as part-time faculty ofthe college.

r
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ThiSilaiter:plan seems to IprOvide thebest critinUity.betweenthe
,

.

agencies' and the college ind SeeMs to make_the agency .personnel- feel more
/

.

,responiible for the kind Of'graduat',e that,comes.out of the 6rogra0.

In most

,

'casen, it also providelyin.educaiiónal variety that nay not otherWise be
/

.available tothe student Mike manY;ef'he'staff iepresent different prO.
N

.-N,.

. /

feesional backgrounds.

.

Thera may be legal coMplications to be considered

f

;

.,?'when the college or.agency is receiving public funds.p.but these probleMs
/

3

have been overcome in communities'where this plan has been insiituted.

The mental health-progiam directoi must.be"careful not to send the, 'students to an agency for practicum or field experience.wirhout Making it
quite clear to the supervisors in the agency just what hi.expects the stu-0

dents to learn in knowledge, skills and attitudes from.the expgrience.
program director is ultimately responsible for the student's developing the'

desired competenciesa responsibility.hg muit not evade.by substi
-"hours" or "days" the student apends,in an.agency,fqr speTng out and de-..

fining for the supervisors-what competencies are.expectiC

Various apProaases have been used for helping the.superyidors -do their
obs better:
have them participate as facultymilembers in the curriculum
,..
Planning
.

.

.

.

.1

atioh sessions for all field,
have forMally structured.ori
clear
On Whatobjectives. are tO.
iistruCtors go they are ai
be met at Which timgi and lates
,

,

,

,

have regular monthly (o more frequent) meetings, perhatos
".
Ch, at 'ditch stndent progrese is
it lunditiMe Over
revielind and any.OhaigeS in the field experience ft:or-Students
planned. Such regniar Se!** give thefield instruCiors a
picigralei obstronger comMitment'ind
jectives.
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Along with the agreellent for the student to-.be _assigned tokhe total.
agency rather than to any.one professional (i:e., a psychiatric nurse, a
.

1

.,

psycHologist, a social worker)

a stiongFecommendation is for mental health

students-to be placed administratively under the diredtor of the Agency or
i

hospital division in which they are working1.

The director-is bes :i able to

,

assign priorities for acii-IIiea in relation to the overall program:goals
add can see that the student receives a variety , of experiences ,consistent
1

,

with the rolei in which a, geheralist is exOected to function.

This should

diminish pressures of rilialrieS between Professions that tend toward individual
i

professional role biases, and it.can help avoid adMinistrative clasoifications
4

such as "assistant social worker" which-can,thwart-the evolution of a
atively independeilt mental healthieneralist.

"SeconlaSs or "assistant"

field pincements.will:very likely lead to "secondclass" or'"assistant" statua
for Mental health worker graduates.

Even\thOugh a few colleges.do.noerOuire or, provide summer employment
in a.mental\health organization, all Of the Programs encodrage such. employment-,
It is felt_-that no field experience can dnplicate the learning experien*ce

gained on a real job.

It also gives the students an,opportunity to reassess

,

,career choices prior tO taking many of the more advanced specialized course's .--

that will have less chance for transfer should the studentlater'decide'to
change majors.

, Problems in Program Development

Ptogram direCtors who attended the various curriculum development meetings
,

in 1970 listed a-number of problems that they had encountereiln developingcurricula for neW Mental health-wOrker programa': 'These problems do not
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-neceeserily.occur in eVery college, Out they are ptoblems that migbt be
anticipated by anyone attempting to establish. 4' 011*Mt4i1 hosith worker Progrem.

Some of 'the Problems can be grouped under a general administrative
heading:

The:administrative mothaniam of the CoLlege and 'state space
is cumbersome (bureaucracy). Innovationeare sometimes
fitult to implement. This requires special skills of advococy.
It is difficult to establish adequate caemunicative dovicet to
allele the college and agencies' top-level decieton makers en opportunity to understand the program.
It is difficult to justify financlall-p nee' *antsl health worker
programs'becsuse of the email\numbers of students.
t-

Another group of difficultf4s might be cclied

progrele

development

problems tor the mental health curricula:

It is sometimes difficult to work within the
of the College.
It is difficult to eosibine the.prec

employers smith*

verall philosophy

al needs of potential
of the college.

a4dratc-requirments

It is difficult to define the "outer limtts" of lents/ health
with :sward to the (mope and depth of the curriCulam.
In early stages, prog1ame have had ill-defined geoli sod
objectives.
The mechanics of ostabliehing.is sew curriculum are difficuli;
i.e., problems of sesesece. intogrations.coatiesity, Orerequiniteit. This is especially a problem with prectieue sod
field emperieace courses.

"Quality control" of the field qaperioace sad emPervisioe of
studeets on field-placemest is a problem.

Developinceentel health sootier curricula that have a high
percentige of tionsferibility.to upper division collages is
a problem.
.

-

!

There is a4tobLem in davelopimg Se odui8tiema14tegram Whet
will. meet Leal seem needs AM yet ptemide ter ete4Wee

mobil* and some basic
throughoutthe region.
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SECTION V

Th

,

INNOVATIONS-IN COMMUNITY COLLEGE MENTAL
_--HEALTH WORKER PROGRAMS

:If innovation is 'the introduction' of something new or sojuething that

differs'from existing forms," then the existence of a mental health worker
program in the community colleges is in itself an innovation.

These programs

are new to the South and to the nation; however, soMe of thec-o-liege.S.have

"

planned_inn vatiye methods of organizing,.conducting and presenting course
1

content-7.innovetive in the sense that they are new, 'and different forms of the

usual methOds or techniques of teaching course content, providing fteld ex71

.

perience, providing work/study programs, and the liie.

Some of these in-

1

novations'are described here for the benefit of program planners who may

.

wish to use similar techniques in their. programs.,,
:

(9

Inclusion of a program here does not necgssarily constitute endorsement
by the project.

Similarly, the omission of-an innovative-technique should

not be donstrued as critidism.

In 'many cases, the/techniques discussed here
.>

are included because project staff have been made,aware ofvthem..

There-are

probably,many.more innovations in programs that have .not been brought to
attention of the staff.`.
e:

.

b

Introductory -Technj,qus',
,

'The commUnity college mental helith.progreEn°1directors have found, a
.

.

.

' UtiMber of new ways to introduce students to thejalental: he,alth program. and to

creen students ireand.out Of the program during .the early stages of .the cur-7
//\

riculum.. Western Piedniont Community.Collegeand_SandhilislCommunity College'

(North'Carolina) expose prospect ve student6 to a_four-day-sensitiyity group
65

0

prior to the regular school session.

The primary purpose of this exposure is

to give students ail opportunity to review,their own feelings about entering a

program where they will have to deal intimately with t

r own feelings about

I

mental health and mental illness, and to /earnpore about themselves and theirinteractions with other people.

Many programs.use interviews to,select students.

Daytona Beach Junior

College (Florida) and Jefferson-State Junior College (Birmingham, Alabama)
interview prospective students to select some for'S'Cgolorships.

Most of the

community colleges have,an open door policy which'allows any student to enroll in the Mental health course; however, Many of the program directors
counsel the students regarding-tymir possible success in the program.

At-Santa Fe .Junior College (Gainesville, Florida),-the human services

program is advertiged extensively'through local-newipapers, and'the college
receives approximately 80 applicants per IUarter for a program that can onlY
,

0

accomModate 30 students.

StUdents are screened in a 15 minute-interview,
(

,

after which time they.are asked to counsel a student already in the program
conceraing'a.real problem.

This initial counseling session is videotaped and

reviewed by a teat of counselors working with the program.

Students aie se-

,

lected on the basis of their ability to relate openly to the counselee'and
to reflect and Clarffy feelings._

Students whoare not selected are again

Counseled by the program director about possible alternatives.

.At Catónsville Community College (Baltimore, Maryland) an introductory
course in mental health is designed .to.expOse .the studenté.6 institutionalized.
.patients.

In the course students are expected to work on a simple behavior

modification project with a

tientin a mental hospital'.
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At Sandhills 'Community College; students are placed in a.rehabilitation

and socialization ward of a mental hospital during their first

ester.

They spencra- weekend in the ward with patients, in order to become more sen-

sitive to the living conditions and the patients in a mental hospital.

Many programs have introductory courses that are open to any student5in
-

the collIge. 'Most Of these.courses are-designed to eXpose students 'to the

field of mental health and to the agencies and institutions that provide
.mental health services.

In most of these courses, students are also exposed-

to people with a variety of problems.

The CoMmunity College of Baltimore.

(Maryland) has an introductory course called the Social'Interaction Program.
Students who register for the S
semester in direct .contact with p
in Maryland.

program spend at leatt 10 sessions during a
ients in one of the four mental hospitals

Students are asked to interact with the patients and to partic-

ipate in occupational and recreational therapy sessions.
students have been involved in staff sessions.

In some instances,

The college reports that many
I

students are so enthusiastic they continue their IvisitSfio the hospital after
their required.10 sessions have been completed.

In-the fall of 1970, 73 stu,..

dents registered for daytime sessions and 55 for evening sessions.
1

Pivcess-Oriented Education
As previously.mentioned, all of the mental health programs are stresting
it

experiential courses in which the student learns by his own participaticin
in.
A an experience.

Montgothery CommUnity.College.(Maryland) Western piedmont,

Sandh1l1L6 Jefferson State

Greenville Tech (South Carolina)

and Daytona-

Beach Junior College are putting primary emphasis on experiential learning'.
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Western Piedmont and Sandhills have held weekend sensitivity sessions with
students from both colleges.

Western Piedmore.: will sponsor a seven-day

sensitivity session in June of 1971, with students from all five North
Carolina mental health programs invited to participate.

These are in ad-

dition to the many techniques already listed such as group dynamics semin,ars,
videotape playbacks, and experiefices with patients.

Field Experience
,

Every community cdllege provides-field.experience for their mental:health
students, ,Some of these placements.are in traditional 'Mental health settings
or, agericies, but a great Many are in other kinds of:human service agencies in
the community.

These-are-often the better placements.

The Community College of Baltimore surveyed all agencies in the city of
[Baltimore that might provide some form of field experience for their Students.
This was'followed up with an interview if'the agencies.stated that rhey'were
interested in placing stndents for practicum and field experience.

As a re-

sult the college',has a vast resource for potential field placement..

Jefferson State Junior College provides a 12-week field placement in
Tuscaloosa,..Alabama.

The students live in a nursing residence at Bryce Mental

Hospital and take their field experience at Bryde, the Veterans Hospitali and
a,mental retardation. residential center in. TuscalooSa.

Jefferson State and

,

Sandhills have also exchanged studentsAuring the sumMer for, field-placement.

Daytona'Beach Junior C011ege.has:taken a somewhat.different approach-to,
their field experience.

Studenis.take almost all of.their.field experience at

.

119.1110/011WW/a4
..

the GuidanCe Center, the day care branch of the comprehensive mental health
The college varies the types of prob-

center adjacent to the college campus.

lems with which the field placement stuaents work and therefore feel:that the
location of the field experience is not necessarily limiting to the .educaGadf-den State Junior College (Alabama) is,training students

tional process.

ta work in a comprehensive mental health center in Gadsden.

However, the

center has not been completed and students have been taking field experience
in other locationi in Gadsden and surrounding communities.

The program di7

rector reports that one of the better field experienCes' has been at the TB
,

-":\

,

\

.-hospital in Gaasden where students have.heen exposed tO many psychological
.

.
.

.

\

problems., inCluding alcoholism, that are\related to the basic physiological
problem'of the patients.

Georgia State University '(Atlanta), differson State and Community
/

College of' Baltimáre are all offering field experiences in the college guidance and 'counseling office.where students assist other students with problems
.associated with the college.- At Essex Community College .(Maryland) the stu-

dent government established a counseling center on-the college campus.

It

is a student-sponireeProject, called the'lloom Three Project, and provides
:

counseling services- or anTtypes of pro124-eTs.

Mental health students work

e,

wi h many of the soc al and psychological problems of students, and use
faculty membere in a c nsultative role.

At Pitt Technical Institute' CNorth Carolina) and Georgia State UniverAityi-

students man "hotlines" for drug Users and forlpotential Suicide victims.

At.Montiomery Community College female students havesten placed in a
male adolescent correctional institution.

The program director reports there

!:!

.
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.

was some initial reservations about the security of the students, but they
'.have been.quite successful in improving the behaVior of the residentsu
MontgOmery has also Worked out an agreement with field *placement agencies in

which siudents are allowed to work "Overtime" for pay after their.field
placement.

.Oore Programs

A method of providing an opportunity foi studenis'to delay. a 'choice of:

major is through the, utilization of.a_core program.. -Galveston COmmunity Col.,
...
.

e (Texas)
leg

.

haS a'dore that encomi3asses nine health-ielated
\ cluding mental health. -Students are not allowed to announce their major,until

the end of the firstyear. -St.-Petersburg Juniot College (Florida):has a,
similar health-related core with a Strorig emnhasia on mental retardatiOn and
mental health.

Essex Community College has a cbre that.combines social wel7

kare and mental health couraes;

Central Piedmont Community-College (North.

Carolina) has a humA'serVices'core that encompasses six majors,' including'
_

teaching and vocational rehabilitation as well asmental health and mental
retardation.

Santa Fe_Junior College offers another unique core requirement.

The

_

human services worker cOre consists of a groun dynamics-course-dealing with
individual and group aimmunicati6fil and interaction; a thiee-hbur bini -lab

_-where students counsei each other and evaluate their counseling techniquei -in
.

small groups.through the use 6.videotape playbacks; and a-discussionlecture
(

course aboUt theoties underlying human interaction.

.
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'Independent Study

.Almost every coIlege offers at least one courae of,independent study
'wbtre students are allowed to work independentlY-to acdomplish prearranged
behavioral objectives,

This technique attacks the traditional assumption

that students only leakn under the gu dance of.an instructor.
arrangements students spend very li
in independent study.

Under sucki

le time with instructors
and more time
-

This also a lows the instructor to concentrate more .

on individualized instruction wh ke necessary.

Work/Study Designs
.The State Department of Mental 'Health in Maryland has developed a work/

141

.stUdy program for select,e employees in which the employees are paid for a

20 hours and attending a mental health coursein- :/
one ofthe Maryland c/ommunity colleges full time. As a'result, these em40-hour week while

'worki/ ng

/

,

.

ployeesAmve.been,Able to moVe up.to more resiorisible positions in the department.. Cherry Hospital (Goldsboro, North Carolina) has worked out a work/study
program with Wayne Community College (Goldsboro).in which the college conducts
mental health courses7-at-thello41-fifduring.working hours fok college credit

.in ordercp upgrade fhe staff of'the hospital.

As a 'result of this part-time

ptogrami Wayne is beginning an associate degree Mental.health,program in the
fall of 1971.

1

The Formation of Consortia
4,

The seven.community college programs in North and-South Carolina
(Western.Piedmont,'Sandhills

Lenore Community College, Pitt Teciinical

Institute, Central Piedmont in North Carolina; Greenville.Tedrand Midland

71

--Tech-in-SOuth Carolina) held A number of meetings in-1970-71 in an attempt, to

'develop a consortium of mental health progami in alose states;
directors listed the objectives as:

The program

1) to,assist.the colleges' program de..!

velopment; 2) to provide a mechanism for exchange.Of faculty members; 3) to
aupplement existing faculty with expertise in specialized fieldsr4) to. pro,/

.

vide a mechanism for exchange of students; 5) to 'assist*the colleges in
/
.

-,,

.

,

working/With state departments to develop caree, r ladders; and 0 to asss
it
the colleges in research and evaluation.

/At a statewide meeting of community college and Mental health agency/
representatives in Birmingham, Alabama, it was'recoTm#nded that.communit'i'

colleges and mental health agencies and institutions in Alabama form a con-

sorriumto provide for-imprOved field experience and a faculty exchange program between the Tjmior colleges,and the agencies and institutions.

Evaluation
Many of the colleges have worked out innovatiVe methods.of evaluating
students.

Santa,Fe Junior College has a policy that students, will not be.

given .failing grades, but will be given a X which the students can bring up
-:,

io a passinugrade by 'doing additional work: ;Santa Fe JuniOr College and
Community College of °Baltimore use a atudent group along with a Counselor/.
.

instructor to evaluate videotapes of-Counseling sessions.

Community College

of BaltiMore, Catonsville, and Jefferson Stat-e"biase their field experience

evaluation on profitienc7 in the interpersonal skills, tometimes-termed.the
Truax Triad, with students being systematically evaluated on their genuine.

.ness, warmth and empathy.
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,

At Western Piedmont-Community College, students learn in small groups of
six to eight members.

Each person is responsible for teaching some portion

of the-content of courses as.well as evaluating other. membersof the group.

Evaluation criteria are explained to the students, and the students.and the
instructór grade every student in.the.group on the basis of preparation, conT
trpl, rapport, participation, self-expression, iaterest, effort, empathy, and
objectivity,

Students thus simultaneously:learn teaching skills, group Skills,

and mental health or family life content.
-

Many of the colleges are 4,copting contract methods for evaluation.

.

There are many types df contracts, but basically.they consist of an agreedent between the faculty member and the,student, specifiying that if the
..student performs certain tasks and activities at a predetermined level of
competence, he will receive a certain grade.

The contract method has been

devised to remove any personalized threat that the faculty member. may re0

present to studentgl-thUs improving the learning potential between the faculty
,

member and the student.

Other Innovative Techniques
:

Santa Fe Community College and Jefferson State JuniOr College require
r\

.

their students to submit a certain number of 'reaction papers" which are reThe student is asked to react confidentially to the

quired but not graded.

instructor about any subject that he feels is worthwhile.to write about:
indtruceor then reacts tothe paper, either in writing or 4/erbally.
/

Santa Fe has also added a personalized dimension to their program by
,
'having the students in the program_decorate themeeting room in any manner
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they wish.

The Student's painted the room, found carpet fox the floor ancli

put posters on the wall depicting the "self" of each.student.
1.
c

--%3.

'Western Piedmont has adapted a form that was originally used to select
Volunteer's for agencies to surVey what activities and interests Students
*have when they enter the program

This comprehensive list has provided a

L-Aneans-for identifying many talents of students, and in some instances the

results have been.used therapeutically with clients.

For example; students

have put on a number of talent shows for patients.at Broughton kospital In
Morganton

North ,Carolina.

This helps students to know how they projedt

themselves to other people and how to improve this skill.

As noted in the beginning of this section; this is probably not a
Y-

complete list,of innovative,techniquest are being used i

he .Community :
,

college mental health programs of ibe Sout 1\

However, the

roject staff..

hopes that the list may give planners ideas for innOvations in their programs.

The project staff has collected-course:outlines and Course syllabi
describing thecourses in,all programs fir the South established before
o

'Y

April, 1971.

It.has,aldocompiled a sample mental health,prograni.booklet

that is available on loanjrom the-project.

Anyone interested in the-total

curricular offering *of 'any particular progran i* the Smith mai *rate to-,the

project.fbr a copy of the program,-or may borrow the booklet2VhiChliste!
,

Many aspecte of .a1I4rogramg.
\
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The community coliege Mental health traduate is'a'new level of worker,
and the "generalist idea is a new concept of the kind of work he will cio.

It'is a new way of relating to clients and of deliveriwmental health set-.
vices, and new educational experiences and curricula are-needed to prepare
this special person.

One of the purposes of this publication is to help
.

program planners consideriall aspects of the:preparation of the worker.
himself.

But equally iMportant is the preparation of the agencies and service
facilities to receive and use .the-mental health graduate when he hiis.the
job'market.

There seems to be little point in.preparing a mental health
1

generalist_for which there Are no jobs or jobs that do net alloWthe verker
to use the skills and knowledge gained.during his-two years Of preparatioe.

The program director's obligations.do pot end with,thelroduction of-4 welleduCated mental health graduate-he,has a further obligation to work with
rgencies where graduates will expect.to be employed and to help &gency per .sonnel undetstand the 'purpose and_implicatiOns of the generalist approach

and to make the most appropriate use of graduatei.

Aeency people will need

tounderstand what graduates are prepared to do and, provide jobs that are
real career,opperthnities instead of deadend jobi that only allow the'worker
to serve as "assistant to the professional."

Program directors and other fAculty people in the coimaunity, college-

mental health 'worker programs mai work with Agency perivAnel. through per)

aonal Visits, workshops and conferenceeprofessional.seciety meetings, staff

75

-

meetings,' .and by plibeing,

vk

thozWitultiants in the

Agengy pereonoel should,also bOACIuded as osehera

,,

field

advisory tommittes

for curriculum planningi.

ardless of iha_lishana:, y which the ajonciew are prepere4 to aocspt

_usderstan

agencies, 0

and use the workers, the rograma dpilat he promotd and osoid to the
they

weit-dev*Iped-Oie-currtosiun or

hOw well prep red thegraduati.

Agonces that need help In writing job descriptions. bud.tia plttee4
anepreparing the agency and community to sc.ept the view workers should foal
free to call on program directors and the collie

faculty NI 4140.440400.
_

Better itili, the program directors should offer tiito itimAhel help warty in

planning a mental health worker progrhm, so that agencies can do a-better fah

of:extending mintil health services to all peoplelly takingjull advantage of
\

.

I

the skills aod knowl.od ge of the generalist worker.,

\

I
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APPENDIX

/CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
A:IST OF PARTICIPANTS
.

,

1.

January 20-24, 1970 -- Atlanta, Georgia,

2.

April .30, May 1-2; 1970 7- Atlanta, Georgia
October 8-9, 1970 -- Baltimore, Maryland
OctOber 29-30, 1970 -- Southern Pines, North Carolina
November 17718, 1970 -- Greenville, South Carolina
November 19-20, 1970 -- Morganton,.North Carolina
February 17-19, 1971 --.New Orleans;-Louisiana--

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Numbers in parentheses represent aeetings attended
* Represents program director .

\

Miami-Dade Junior College
Miami 33167
Mr. Kenneth Orkin* (2,7):
Mrs. Marianne Brauzer (1)

SREB Colleges Represented

Alabama
Gadsden State Junior College
Gadsden 35903
:Mt. Newell Massey* (1,2,7)

Palm Beach Junior College
Lake Worth 33460
Mrs. Eleanor Salisbury* (7),'

,

Jefferson State Junior College
Birmingham 35215
Dr. Jeanette Redford* (1,2,3,4)
Miss "Geneva Folsom (1,7)

Santa Fe Junior College
Gainesville 32601
Mr. Bob North* (7)

-

14r. Wayne, Wood (7)

St. PetersbUrg Junior College
St. Petersburg 33733 ,
Mr. Goidon W. Denham* (1,2)
Miss Nancy Hastty ,(&)

Florida

Georgia

Brevar4 Junior C011ege'
Cocoa'32922
Dr. IC W. Wagner (7)

laalton Junior College
iDalton 30720
,101r. Brooks W,Lansing (7)

N. E. Alabama State Junior College
Rainesville 35986

,

,

Chipola Junior College
Marianna 32446
Mr. C,.H. Gesslein* (7)
Dr. John MtFarland (7)

Georgia State University
Atlanta 30303
Dr. Melvin Drucker* (2,4,7)

;

0

Kentucky

Daytbna Beach Junior College
Daytona Beach 32015
Miss Louise Atty*
Mrs. Lillian Bartlett (1)

6

.

.

Jefferson ComMunity,College

LoUisville40201
Mr. JaMes_MAhames*,(7)'

7.
-

Lenoir Community College
Kinston 28501
Mr. Everett Allen* (4,6,7)

Somerset Community College
Somerset 42501'
Miss Joanne\Story*

.Pitt Technical Institute
,Greenville 21834
Mrs'. Margaret French* (7)

Maryland.

Anne Arundel Community College
Arnold 21202
Dr. E. K. Lohrtan* (7)

Sandhills Community College
Southern Pines 28387
Mr. Ingram Parmley* (1,2,4,7)

Catonsville Community College
Catonsville 21228
Dr. Shabse Kurland* (1,2,3,5,7)
Community College of Baltimore
Baltimore 21215
Dr. Eveline D. Schulman* (1,2,6,7)

Essex Community College
Baltimore County 21237
Mr. _Patrick J. Sherry* (2,3,6,7)

Western Piedmont Community
College
Morganton 28655
M. Robert.D. Cowley* (1,2,5,6,7).
tvir. Fred Wright (1,6)

South Carolina
Greenville Technical Education
Center
Greenville 29606
Mr. Roy Denton* (1,2,5,7)

Montgomery College
Takoma park 20012
Miss Constance L. Moerman*

,

Midland Technical-EdUcation
Center
Columbia 29205
'Mr. Steven Smith* (1,2 5 )

(1,2,4,7)

Morgan State College
Raltimore 21212
Isr. Alfred M. Wenner* (2,7)

)ri

Prince George-Community College
Largo 20870
Dr; Shanti Tayal* (7)

Ten essee

Columbia State Community.College
Columbia 38401
Mr. Jack Forsythe* (7)

Towson State Collegg-T
Towson 21204
Btnjamin Pope (7)

Texas

Wssissippi

Amarillo College
Amarillo 79105
Miss-Martha Sauter*
Dr..Julian Castillo (1)

Mississippi Gulf Coast Junior
College
Perkinston 39573
Miss Louise Jones (7)

'Galveston Community College
Gakveston.77550
'Mr. J. Lawrence Cantwell* '(2,7)
Mr. 'CarlFairman (1)
.

North Carolina
Central Piedmont Community
College i/
Charlotte 8204\
Mr. Bradford ROnolds* (7)

,
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81.

Virginia

Blue Ridge Community College
Weyers Cave 24486
Dr. William H. Gray (7)

Veterans Administration
Central Office
Washington, Di C. 20420
Dr. Rubin L. Siegel (7)

Tidewater Community College
Portsmouth 27393

Virginia Department of
Community Colleges
Richmond, Virginia 23212
Miss Margaret Gray (7)

Dr..7DOuglas'M.' Montgomery (7)

Other Paicipants

Western Interstate gommission
for Higher Education
Boulder, Colorado 80302
Mr. Richard Martinez (7).

!

Chetry Hospital
.
boro, North Carolina
Dr.,(cyank Janes (7)
Gol
!

,

Counal on Social Work Education
New York, New York 10017
Miss Ruth Gillman 2).

SREB Staff.
E. Jo Baker (1,2,7)

Kentucky Mental Health
Manpower CoMmission
Louisville, Kentucky 40222
Mr. Sam B. Conner (7)

.Michael Hart (7)
James B. King (All)

National Association of
Psychiatric Technology
Sacramento, California'258i4
Mr. Zoltan Fuzessery-(7)

Any Reynolds (7)

Harold L..cPheeters (All)

National Institute of
Mental Health
DivisiOn of Manpowerand
Training Programs
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20203
Dr. Ralph Simon (1,2,7)
National Institute of
Mental Health
Division of Intramural
Washington, D. C.
Dr. Betty Smith (7)
Purdue University
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46805
Dr. John True (1,2,4,7)
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30601
Dr. Robert Teare (7)
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